PLANE CRASH: ANOTHER 444 WARNING FROM GOD!
This weekend those of us who live in upstate New York and around the
world were awakened to the terrible tragedy of the airplane that
crashed in a suburb of Buffalo, New York. Today a YouTuber reminded
me that the plane number was 400, there were 44 passengers and a
crew of 4. I don't believe this is accidental. 444 is a very evil number. It
is very similar to the number 666. It is an End Times number and it is
also associated very much with the fate of the United States of
America.
As you know our last President, Barack Obama is our 44th President
elected on the 4th of November. He is also the leopard as found in
Daniel chapter number 7 and he is the last king of the south in Daniel
chapter number 11 who will provoke the last king of the north who is
the Premier of Russia into World War III. Some people don't think that
God will ever punish America, but I'm telling you today that He will.
Saint John mentions three crimes in the book of Revelation that will
lead to the destruction of Babylon which is America and Britain and the
rest of the west. Those three crimes are abortion, the occult, and
financial greed. Now does God ever allow these disasters as a
warning? I ask you to read Saint Luke chapter 13 verses 3&4. Jesus
asks his disciples, "That tower of Siloam which fell on 18 people, do
you think those 18 were more guilty than anyone else who lived in
Jerusalem?" And then Jesus answers his own question. He says, "No I
tell you that if you do not repent you will also be destroyed." Therefore
that is the mysterious significance of the plane which crashed in
Buffalo this weekend.
We in America must understand that if we do not repent we also all will
perish. America is going down in flames just like that jetliner. Thus we
know that those who died in Buffalo this weekend were no more guilty
than the rest of us but all of us will perish as Jesus warned in Luke,
chapter 13, unless America repents.
And remember, as I always say, God reveals the future to us not to
scare us but to prepare us.
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